We want to feature pieces of art that are as cool as the people that made them at Spring Jam™. The fun thing about festivals is that it seems like anywhere you look there is something unique or beautiful to see, and that starts with art and visual installations.

**INVolvEMENT:**

Groups will create or present a visual art installation to be featured somewhere in the Spring Jam™ festival grounds. Groups will be heavily involved in the design process and execute their installations onsite on the morning of the event, before gates open to attendees.

Groups may apply for up to $250 funding for art and visual installations supplies, all additional materials must be provided by the group.

**ACTIVATION IDEAS:**

- Adopt and decorate a festival space
- Stage a mini exhibition
- Create a standalone visual installation (2D or 3D)

This is just a list to get you started. If your group has another idea for festival art, we’d love to hear it and can work with you to bring that idea to life.